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Abstract

Prompted by a question that has irritated me for a long time - "where is'Winnipeg?" -

I began to think about Winnipeg's profile. As the capital of a province and the biggest

city in central Canada, Winnipeg deserves a higher profile. Winnipeg people are im-
pressive in that they are very proud of their hometown. Basic resources are here, like
the Royal winnipeg Ballet, Royal Canadian Mint and, even, Winnie the Pooh. What

the city needs is what I have called a"cifit profile". The profrle will provide a context

to highlight and celebrate Winnipeg's significance, particularly its culnral heritage,

and to promote the city to the world.

This Practicum proposes a "ballet landscape", 'which might be one of a series of land-

scape interventions integrated into the city to enhance its profile. The ballet landscape

is used to celebrate the Royal V/innipeg Ballet (RV¡B)- the oldest Canadian ballet

company. This study will explore a method of making outdoor ballet an integrated

part of city planning and design.

The proposed ballet landscape has been developed with the involvement of landscape

architecture and ballet professionals, and following methods proposed by Myer and

Myer in their book People and Places: The Inner Landscape and the Outer Land-

scape. The basic thesis of that book is that people's activities and nature supplement

and complement each other. This suggests that there is no dominant element between

landscape and ballet, nature and art, or city and people. Based on the practical re-

quirements of ballet perfotmance, the ballet landscape seeks to create an outdoor

theatre with landscape interventions that give due consideration to the RWB's status.
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Performance Landscape

Chapter 1 : Introduction

"How much ballet is there on the prairies?"

"Ballet?" the woman looked up, "I've never heard of it."
"You will. You wait and see." (Dafoe, 1990, p.2)

It was this short casual conversation that brought one of the most brilliant European

arts to the Prairies. As one of the most significant parts of the cultural heritage of
Winnipeg, the Royal Winnipeg Ballet (RWB) is considered a rare achievement and

one which has shown V/innipeg's soul to the world.

The RWB is the second-oldest ballet company in NorthAmerica and the oldest

surviving dance company in Canada. It was first organized as a ballet club in 1938

by two immigrant English dance teachers, Gweneth Lloyd and Betty Farrally, and

has served audiences all over the world for more than 50 years. Winnipeg's peculiar

environment has helped to shape the unique character of the RWB and to distinguish

it from other ballet companies. In particular, every summer, the RWB performs clas-

sical and modern ballets in Assiniboine Park and at the Forks in Winnipeg and on

outdoor stages in other parts of the world. Howeveq the main outdoor venue in Win-

nipeg - the Lyric Theatre Stage - is considered "not a good venue" (Appendix 3).

(see Figure 1.)

Figure 1. The Lyric Theatre Stage (Provided by Aanon Accosta )
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Downtown V/innipeg contains a series of landmarks which represent the city's cul-

tural heritage. Originating as a grain-trading city, Winnipeg's Downtown grew up as

a thriving centre until the 1970s. Late 1970s and early 1980s, planners and real estate

developers determined that Winnipeg needed a plural and modemized downtown that

would reflect the history of the city.

In that context, it is appropriate to propose that the RWB's significant legacy should

be reflected in the landscape of the downtown.

My assumptions include the view that ballet and landscape can supplement and

complement each other. One reason for this assumption is that natural or architectural

scenery are coûunon backdrops for most classical ballet, for instance Swan Lake and

Sleeping Beauty. Furthermore, ballet landscape provides a more relaxed experience

for both performer and audience, thus the performers'and audience's "inner land-

scape" will respond well in the "outer landscape" (see Chapter 7 Theory).
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1.1 Objectives

The objective of this Practicum is to explore parameters and opportunities for the

outdoor performance of ballet, dramas and operas in Winnipeg. It will examine, in
particular, the operational requirements of the Royal V/innipeg Ballet (RWB) and

opportunities for development of theatric landscape venues in Downtown Winnipeg.

These venues might serve not only for ballet performances and plays, but could also

provide settings for other artistic events. Furthermore, the new "ballet landscape" will
be based on an overt reading of the urban context of Winnipeg.

1.2 Scope and Definition

"The most unique quality that any small, not-for-prof,t theatre offers its audience is

its commitment to a particular artistic point of viel" (Elder, 1993,p.4).

"...the performing artists are defined as those whose main concern is to create in-
teresting visual images. They tend to be painters and sculptors first and performers
second" (Mason, 1992, p.7 4).

Performance Landscape is defined for the pulposes of this Practicum as a landscape
that provides opportunities and orientation fol the performance and for perfor-
mance-related events and activities.
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1.3 Methodology

This practicum seeks to explore, interpret and provide additions to the cultural his-
tory of the RWB and Downtown'Winnipeg. Since "ballet landscape" is a relatively
uncommon topic in the fields of both landscape architecture and ballet performance,
precedent cases are an important part of this study. The purpose here is to provide a

sunmary of the topic as a reference for this Practicum and as a possible contribution
to ballet landscape projects in the future.

In order to find an appropriate site for design as a "ballet landscape", a quantitative
method was used to make a comparable assessment of four potential sites. Also, as a

landscape architecture student, and despite my interest in ballet and outdoor events, I
found it necessary to talk to people who are dancing ballet, teaching ballet, and stag-

ing ballet. Interviews supported the research to a large extent.

Once the site at Alexander Dock was selected, a series of interpretive-historical and
qualitative research assessments of the area was carried out. I visited the site fre-
quently. Sometimes I visited with specific questions and sometimes I was simply
observing the site and taking pictures. In doing so, I got more and more familiar
with the Alexander Dock. In academic terms, this might be described as a peripatetic

method.

summary, therefore, my methodology included:

Precedent case study review

Interviews with RWB professionals

Quantitative research for the site selection and assessment

Interpretive-historical and qualitative research of Alexander Dock
Perþatetic personal interpretive approaches.

In
a

a

a

a

a
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Chapter 2: Prccedent Cases

There are relatively few documented case studies of "performance landscapes", and

even fewer of "ballet landscapes". However, extensive evidence of their participation

suggests that people like watching ballet on beautiful summer evenings and ballet

dancers do enjoy outdoor performance in the fresh air and that outdoor ballet does

happen widely (see Appendix 1). Figure 2. shows the Vancouver JazzFestival for
which people bring umbrellas, chairs, blankets and even tents to attend the events.

It is valuable to take an overview of the entire context of "ballet landscape", par-

ticularly from the performer's perspective. In this chapter, flve precedent cases are

examined. They fall into two sections: performance sites and designed landscapes. It
is hoped that this review will provide insight to outdoor performances for event stag-

ers and for landscape architects.

Figure 2. Jazz Festival Vancouver (Source: author )
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2.lPerformance Sites

Case Study l: Fantasyland Theatre, Calgary, Canada

Performance type:

Stage designer:

Audio system designer and engineer:

Features:

Musical (Snow V/hite)

Tom Butsch

JeffPeterson

Semi-outdoor venue, daytime shows/nighttime

shows

Notandum:

' "Since there are safety guidelines on how loud the show can be, we had a much

smaller dynamic window for quiet and loud parts of this show than if we had

been inside an enclosed space or theatre. We had a usable dynamic ïange of about

26d8. Otherwise the loud parts would be too loud, and/or the soft parts would get

lost in the backgrorurd noise" (Haulan, 2004, p.l B).

' "Front projection was discarded, as the designers toiled with the idea in the day-

light, and the projection was completely washed out by the ambient light. After
testing a plasma TV, which, while brighter, was still too small to be effective, the

designers ûnally came up with the solution. 'I can't remember who came up with
the puppet idea - it seems like we all simultaneously came to the conclusion that

it was a much more theatrical and interesting solution to have the face in the mir-
ror be an animated head,'Butsch says" (Haulan,2004,p.1B).

Findings:

' Sound levels for outdoor performances have to be subject to guidelines which
restrict loudness. For the ballet staging, the stage should be sited as far as it could
be away from the noise. In addition, a bowl-like amphitheatre could work as a

noise buff,er.

' Ordinary projection of the performance is not powerful enough to serve a full-
size theatre (1500 audience) well. Furthermore, outdoor projection will be

washed out by the ambient light. This means the projector might not work in the

Ballet Landscape, and the proposed landscape should allow audience to see all
areas of the venue stage by orienting the location of the seating.
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Case Study 2: A Series of Locations, Western Australia

Performance type: Series of performance types including music, cinema, ballet and

opera

Designer: N/A

Features: Natural, especially vegetated, landscape was used; stage and

environment were harmonized

Notandum:

. "See the WestAustralian Ballet pirouette and demi-plie at the Quarry Amphi-

theatre. This picturesque venue is set high on a hill and is surrounded by native

bushland - the perfect spot to enjoy a show." (December 1, 2008)

. "Tropical Broome is the backdrop for the North West's gala black-tie event - Op-

era Under the Stars. Locals and visitors flock to watch world-class sopranos such

as Rachelle Durkin perfonn in the idyllic setting." (December i, 2008)

. "Movie buffs will be spoilt for choice, with a spectacular feast of outdoor cinema

venues on offer in Perth in the summer months." (December 1, 2008)

(http://www.westernaustralia.com/enlThings_to_See_and_Do/People_and_Lifestyle/

Pages/Outdoor_Entertainment. aspx, December 1, 200 8)

Findings:
. Performance landscapes do not always expose natural elements to the audience.

The experience enjoyed by the audience is the essential concern ofthe design.

For performance landscapes, this experience could be described as achieving

harmony between nature and art.

. The text quoted (above) shows strong investment in the quality of people's expe-

rience. The audience has an excellent opportunity to become involved with events

held in natural environments.
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Case Study 3: Boulder Ballet's "Sunday in the Park" shows, Boulder Colorado

Performance type: Ballet, "Sunday in the Park"

Designer: N/A

Features: Innovative ballet, education function

Notandum:
. "On the classical side, the performances will include "Diane etActeon Pas de

Deux," a dramatic 19th century Russian piece, as well as several solos excerpted

from works such as 'The Sleeping Beauty'and 'Don Quixote"'(December 1,

2008).

. "One of the contemporary pieces, "Country Spring," has dancers performing

moves uncharacteristic to ballet, such as clapping their hands and tapping their

heels on the ground" (December 1, 2008).

. "I grew up on a ranch and I also grew up square dancing," said Boulder Ballet

artistic directorAna Claire. "It's just a fun piece about country life" (December 1,

2008).

. "The piece, which is set to mandolin music, is reminiscent of a barn dance.

The dancers switch partners and do-si-do while swirling around one another on

traditional pointe shoes, blurring the line between where the ballet stops and the

square dancing begins" (December 1, 2008).

. "There are a lot of kids in school who have never been to the theater," Davison

said. "They're just blown away, and that's a lot like what happens at Sunday in

the Park" (Decernber 1, 2008).

(http://www.dailycamera.com/newsl2007ljunl14ldance-sunday-in-the-parU, Decem-

ber 1,2008)

Findings:

. From this case, I see the ballet performers' enjoyment when they dance outdoors.

Their experience is as important as the audience's, although this aspect was not

considered in most of the staging design.

. Outdoor ballet provides people who have few chances to go to the theatre with a

good opportunity to watch ballet. It is necessary to take children's experience and

education into account in design for outdoor performances in most of the staging
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design practice.

. Described in detail, the movement of perforrners presents a composition of stage

space roughly.
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2.2 Designed Landscapes

Case Study 4: North Carolina Museum of Art Outdoor Perþrmance Space, Raleigh,

North Carolina

Architect: Henry Smith-Miller, Laurie Hawkinson

Artist: Barbara Kruger

Landscape Architect : Nicholas Quennell, FASLA

Project Description:
. "...recently three acres of that landscape have been transformed into a distinc-

tive tableau, a melding of art, architecture, and landscape architecture that func-

tions as an outdoor cinema and performing-arts amphitheater while mitigating the

visual assault of the adjacent development. In a natural bowl behind the museum

building a corrugated fiberglass-and-aluminum roof soars on walking columns

over a large stage, fronted by a concrete-and-wood amphitheater resting on a

sloping lawn. Nearby a projection booth nods toward a sprawling thirty-foot-by-

sixty-foot screen, stretched over a steel frame and bolted to the museum wall as

an agiçrop gesture of new superimposed over old. And marching across the lawn

are immense letters of concrete, brick, sand, and vegetation-letters that inscribe

the landscape with the intriguing phrase 'P-I-C-T-U-R-E-T-H-I-S"'Qrtrickens, E.,

1998, p. 32,34).
. "While rneeting the needs of a growing outdoor cinema and concert schedule was

paramount, the team also realized that the space would function nine days out of
ten with no performance at all. The inclusion of shady spots close to the museum

would entice people to go outside and picnic, while Kruger's dramatic textural aft

would ensure, says Quennell, 'that the site would have a life for itself during the

nonperformance hours"' (Nickens ,8., 1998, p. 34-35).

10
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Findings:
. This is a typical case which concentrates on the standardized stage rather than the

outdoor performance space.

. The entire landscape appears to lack interest in the non-performance season.

. The signiflcance of a performance landscape is the ability of the landscape

elements to provide opportunities for the stage, auditorium and services for

performance and events. Use of these landscape elements can be more flexible.

For instance, the proposed Ballet Landscape can be used as a waterfront park in
non-ballet season.
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Case Study 5: Performance Stagefor Bushnell Park, Hartford, Connecticut

Architect: Buttrick White & Burtis

Landscape Architect : Quennell Rotschild Associates

Project Description:
. "The Performance Stage, commissioned by the City of Hartford in cooperation

with the Bushnell Pa¡k Foundation, is a 3,500 sq.ft facility for outdoor musical

and theatrical performance. The client had two basic requirements: the new build-

ing should reinforce the picturesque and historic qualities of the park, and the

design should acknowledge that limited funds will be available for its operation

and maintenance. Our scheme represents an attempt to marry vandal-resistant,

low-maintenance materials to the architecture of park follies and garden build-

ings. The pavilion consists of a large pitched roof, made of batten-seamed cop-

per; supported by steel columns set on a masonry base. The pavilion is open on

four sides; the only enclosed space is a storage closet, which doubles as the stage

backdrop. Moorish arches at the side stage are made of cut steel plate trimmed

with steel angles. A proscenium is formed by cantilevering an 80-ft. long alumi-

num band, scalloped at the bottom and embellished at the top with flagpoles and a

double-edged metal chevron." (Drvyer, 1995, p. 30)

Findings:
. When performance art is integrated into a lalge cultural context, the stage serves

not only for shows but also the whole site.

. If the stage is only built for summer shows, what will it be in winter?
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2.3 Conclusion

The case study reviews have been a strong source of ideas for the proposed landscape

project. The academic staging articles provided technical criteria such as sound levels. The

two designed performance landscape projects highlighted the distinction between indoor

and outdoor performance with their less successful approach to the stage and auditorium.

Equally importantly, knowledge learnt from non-academic resource such as event briefing

articles from community websites, helped me understand what actually audiences and per-

formers enjoy at the outdoor performance venue. The enjoyment derives not simply from
the visual experience, but the phenomenon shaped by weather, temperature, surrounding

and the ballet performance.

It is all the "findings" obtained in the case studies that determined the basic characters of
the proposed landscape in the following studies. It will be a place providing both audi-

ence and performers a cozy and pleasing experience; it is a gentle, peaceful and natural-

ized little park; people sit on layered big steps and do not have to act as they are in a grand

concert hall; ballet dancers dance in breeze with setting sun in the background...
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Chapter 3: Ballet Landscape in Downtown V/innipeg

Winnipegers have witnessed "ballet in the park" taking place since the 1990s in
Assiniboine Park. With the highest attendance of 2000 people in one evening, Assini-
boine Park reached its capacity for providing a comfortable place for the audience

and for the RWB's staffand performers. It is suggested, however, that even better

facilities could be provided in an altemative location. The RWB is part of the cultural
heritage of Winnipeg and represents Winnipeg and Canada to the world. In addi-

tion, the RWB introduces ballet to people who may not be able to afford a ticket for
a theatre show. It is considered appropriate to propose a iocation for the RWB which
celebrates the institution and provides a more attractive place for "ballet in the park".

This chapter explores first the RWB's unique spirit and its role in Canadian culhral
life. Then I will introduce Downtown Winnipeg and examine its role in the cultural
life of the city.

T4
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3.1 Review of Royal Winnipeg Ballet

The Royal Winnipeg Ballet is often mentioned in company with the National Ballet
of Canada (Toronto) and Les Grands Ballets Canadiens (Montreal). All three of them
play important roles in the history of Canadian dance. However, the RWB special

character derives its dramatic place of origin with extreme weather and the remote

Prairie landscape.

The RWB experienced a difficult beginning. First, because of Winnipeg's long win-
ter, the ballet performers had to travel to warmer places for at least four months each

year. As a consequence, it developed a strong reputation outside Winnipeg, across

Canada and in the United States. Most importantly, it brought Canadian culture to the

attention of people all around the world. As Dafoe stated:

"The Royal V/innipeg Ballet had served its home audiences well; historically it laid a

path which others have followed. Overseas it has brought great honour to our coun-

try, countering the all-too-common images of snowy wastes, glass-towered cities and

vast wheat fields with something far more precious. The Royal Winnipeg Ballet has

shown the world that Canada has a soul. It is a rare achievement and it makes the
Royal S/innipeg Ballet a national treasure." (Dafoe, 1990, p. VIII)

Rooted in Canada's complex and multi-faceted culture, the RWB's spirit represents a

multiple, flexible and revolutionary sfyle of ballet performance. This spirit can be il-
lustrated by three significant aspects of the 5O-year history of the RWB: touring, folk
art and innovation.
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Touring:

"To the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, touring is a way of life', (Dafoe, i 990, p. 55).

Since the 1960s the RWB has visited exotic comers of the world and encountered

all sorts of conditions in terms of stages and theatres, including outdoor theatre sites

such as the Acropolis in Athens, Greece and at Verona in Italy. "Dancers enjoyed

dancing under starry skies, against the ancient ruins and audiences cheered in the
banked amphitheatres" (Dafoe , p. 56-57).

The following statement presents what they experienced with afairly detailed de-

scription:

"The Odeon of Herodes Atticus in Athens is a far cry from a school auditorium in
small-town North America. Built in the ûrst century A.D. by a wealthy Roman, the
Ed Mirvish of his day, the outdoor theatre sits at the foot of the Acropolis. Dancers

on stage, looking out over the steeply banked amphitheatre, have a clear view of the
illuminated ruins above. The stage is framed by massive stone walls, Romanesque

arches, and great high, empty windows that look out on the bright Athenian sky.

Birds roost in the arches above the stage and swoop over the dancers'heads during
performances. Impressive enough when empt¡ the ancient theatre becomes awesome

when it is packed with close to 5,000 cheering spectators" (Dafoe, lgg0,p.57).

RWB's touring introduced the name of "Winnipeg" to the world and made many
more opportunities for the RWB ballet arlists to perform in all sorts of conditions in-
cluding on outdoor stages. More recently, the RWB has made outdoor performances

inAssiniboine Park every summer with an audience of up to 2000 in attendance.
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Folk art:

It is understandable that the RWB has traveled extensively since it was established.

As Dafoe stated:

"Winnipeg is a small city and can only fill the theatre a certain number of times every

season. After that, the RWB must travel to seek its audience, in North American and

abroad" (Dafoe, 1990, p. 55).

This is also the reason why RWB has such a folk art orientation. "... the Royal Win-
nipeg Ballet has been proudly populist in its approach to audience. There has been

such a powerful desire to give audiences something to take away from the theatre,

something to warm their hearts or touch their souls, that even when the dancing was

not at its very best or when the repertoire had its weak points, the attitude of the com-

pany, the willingness of the dancers to cornmunicate, was utterly irresistible" (Dafoe ,

1990, p.V).

In the same vein, the RWB's "Ballet in the Park" has won them a strong reputation as

"folk art" performers. The RWB is willing to perform for audiences - irrespective of
their status - on beautiful summer evenings, normally for free.

Innovation:

"From the very beginning, RWB is always developing its own style. Time Magazine

liked the company's freshness: 'There is nothing derivatively European or effete

about the Royal Winnipeg, it has a personality all its own: Winnipeg is a ballet com-

pany notable for youth, boldness, and exuberance, for a corps de ballet ofunusual
wit, dramatic sense and precision."' (Dafoe,1990,p.79)

The RWB's innovative approach can be traced back to the work of its founder -
Gweneth Lloyd. Lloyd's ambitious pursuit of bold and dramatic ballet contributed

to the birth of the RWB's four significant characters particularly to RWB's innova-

tion. "Lloyd herself quickly became an advocate for'Winnipeg, and always wrote or

lectured about the value of Canadian dance with little reference to the superiority of
dance in England. Critics were quick to applaud the significance of the company as
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a Canadian group... By the end of the 1940s, a number of arts writers, while valu-
ing the sophistication of Lloyd's choreography, voiced their desire to see ballets with
Canadian themes" (Odom, & Wamer, p. 4ll).
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3.2 Review of the Dorvntoryn Winnipeg

Introduction:

After discussing the city as a whole, I propose to examine Downtown Winnipeg as

the study area in which four potential sites for the ballet landscape will be evalu-
ated. This chapter will define the term "Downtown'winnipeg,, for the purposes of
this Practicum and explain why Downtown Winnipeg is a suitable place for staging
outdoor ballet performances.

Definition of Downtown Winnipeg;

"At the intersection of two paths leading from the Assiniboine and Red River, Henry
McKenney built a store in 1862.The meeting of these paths prefigured portage and
Main, the crossroads and centre of winnipeg" (chmielewska, 1994,p.2).

"The built form density of the city is low, a condition mediated by br.oad tree-lined
streets, parks and open spaces. The elm canopy virtually covers the city and provides
some respite from the relentless prairie sun, an oasis of sorts. These public spaces
serve as cultural and social meeting places in an otherwise suburban and commercial
landscape." (Epp, 1995, p. t 8)

ln 1994, Chmielewska surveye d 25 city dwellers in her study and found that people
defined Downtown Winnipeg as "the area encompassed by the two rivers at the south
and east, Colony Creek on the west and Notre Dame Avenue and Water Street at the
north" (chmielewska, 1994,p.1). However, Downtown v/innipeg has sprawled to
a larger extension after l5-years of development. The Plan the Wnnipeg 2020 Wsion
gives a downtown map as inAppendix 2 which has as its northem boundary Logan
C. P. R. railway.

Sense of downtown;

Since the 1970s, Winnipeg has been transforming from an old warehouse-trade city
into an urbanized serice and light industrial centre. However, like many other North
American cities, Downtown winnipeg is losing its sense of centrality.

With respect to the role of the Downtown, Plan Winnipeg Vision 2020 states that:
"Our reputation as a city rests largely with our downtown. The streets and buildings,
the people, the businesses, the activities, merge to fashion the image that visitors take

19
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home with them. It also influences how Winnipeggers feel about their city. They want
to see arevitalized downtown where people want to live, work, play, and invest. They
want to feel a sense of civic pride, commitment, and ownership toward the down-
town." (The City of Winnipeg,Z000,p. 11)

"We take pride in anything positive associated with the city image, and feel hurt, per-
sonally offended, or at least on the defensive, if the place we live in is criticized. We
are affected on a personal level by the way our city is perceived by others. That sense
of pride is often connected with the feeling of responsibility for the place and could
result in the 'third skin'- a need to interact with the surroundings, a need to influence
the immediate neighborhood." (Hiss, 1990, p. 90)

The sense of downtown is more than a physical centre for both the residents and
visitors; it radiates the soul of the city to the entire city. And this function relies on a
continuity in the downtown of representative elements that reflect what I have called
the "City Profile".

"The sense of place that can be derived from downtown is important both for those
who live there and also for those who live beyond the city centre. A well-defined
downtown can give coherence to the entire city. Every city is a constantly chang-
ing organism that 'while it may be stable in general outlines for some time, it is ever
changing in detail. Only partial control can be exercised over its growth and form'
(Lynch, 1986, p. 2). Because of this ever-changing quality there is a need for an an-
chor, a reference point and some historical link. Downtown is one of the oldest areas
that can provide this very element of continuity in the image of a city. It is not only
the oldest parl of the city, the point fi'om which any urban development started, but in
the mental image of the city, it also represents a common element for people residing
in different areas" (Cllnielewska, 1 994, p. 5).

"How does Downtown V/innipeg reflect the essence and the spirit of the city? How
does it reflect the attitudes and characters of its inhabitants? How does it affect us,
willing or resigned dwellers in this place of 'muddy waters,? ..(chmielew 

ska, 1994,
p.7).
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As a part of the city's profile, the cultural legacy would be an important ingredient of
this "city proûle framework".

Cultural community s contributions to downtown prosperity;
A survey in 1991 of 500 Winnipeg residents showed thaf "97o/o of them agreed that
the downtown should be a lively and interesting place for people during the day and
evening, providing employment, shopping and entertainment. The plan Wnnipeg W-

sion 2020 also emphasizes enhancing the sense of cultural centre in the Downtown's
development.

This includes:

"i) encouraging the integration of public art and aesthetics into the Downtown land-
scape; (14-08 Promote High standards of urban Design in the Downtown)
ii) enhancing the value of the Exchange District as a National Historic Site by en-
couraging the development of a mixed-use cultural district;(14-05 Celebrate the
Downtown's Special Features and Heritage)

iii) acting to ensure the downtown is the location of choice for major arts, culture,
and enteftainment amenities." (lA-04 promote the Excitement of Downtown)

The considerations described above and the signiûcance of the RWB suggest that it
is appropriate to propose a ballet landscape in or close to Downtown winnipeg.
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Chapter 4. Interviews and Observation

Above all, the ballet landscape is designated for ballet performances. It is, however,

intended to be more than simply an outdoor stage. Rather than starting with the con-

ceptual proposals for the ballet landscape, I met and interviewed two professionals

from the world of ballet - the Director of Production and the Principal of the Profes-

sional Division in the RV/B School to discuss the specific requirements for staging

ballet. Subsequently, I spent a fulI day observing the staging and rehearsal of a ballet
show at Manitoba Theatre for Young People.

The interviews and observations produced valuable, detailed information about stage

provisions, event orgarnzation and project management. A ballet landscape must meet

these functional criteria and they should be at the core of the design proposals.

Appendices 3, 4 and 5 provide records of interviews and observations.

The interviews and observations provided a strong technical basis for development of
the proposals. This includes that the site for ballet landscape must have an appropri-

ate topography, size and shape. The supporting services for a large outdoor perfor-

mance event impose practical requirements on the facilities. Accordingly, four poten-

tial sites were chosen in order to select one to work on in detail.
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Chapter 5. Site Selection and Assessment

5.1 Site Selection

"There are six sites in downtown with which the sense of place was associated: the

Forks with the River walk, Broadway Avenue, the Exchange District, Juba Park, the

Legislature Grounds and the Air Canada Park" (Chmielewska, E., 1994, p. 8).

It is valuable to assess these sites as feasible venues for staging outdoor performances

and, particularly, ballet performances. In the light of the specialized requirements for

staging such events, for instance the dimensions of the stage and backstage require-

ment, four potential sites were assessed:

. Alexander Dock

. Amphitheatre area in Festival Park at the Forks

. Old Market Square in the Exchange District

. Memorial Palk, north of the Legislative Building.

Sites such as the Scotia Bank Stage in the Festival Park at the Forks and the riparian

land directly south of the Legislative Building were examined before conducting the

detailed assessment.

The first was excluded because it is purpose-built for other functions and is consid-

ered too monumental to be good for ballet. Also, the stage at the Forks is sponsored

by Scotia Bank whereas the RWB is sponsored by Royal Bank. It was also clear on

first inspection that the site south of the Legislative Building would require removal

of numerous mature trees, including some still very healthy trees, in order to under-

take the necessary earthworks to accommodate sufficient numbers of people.

5.2 Methods

The palarneters for assessment of the potential sites are produced on the basis of
cultural landscape assessment models (particularly one developed by Paine &.Taylor,
1997). These consist of four main types of parameter: technical, accessibility, visual

and cultural.

Additionally, more specific criteria for ballet performance have been applied to refine

the assessment of the sites. With respect to the dancing and visual aspects of the sites,

the indices used by Terry Schroeder (Schroeder, 1998) related to artists'(dancers,
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actors, musician and visual artists) performances are also applied in order to as-

sess elements such as services/amenities, and similar issues which will have an

impact on the design. As a result, the following elements are included in the site

assessment stage:

. surface dimensions

. topographicconditions

. support for installations

. soundproofing

. parking

. transportation

. accessibility to Downtown

. controllability of traffrc

. plants and scenery

. water or other scenery

. orientation (away from the sun) of stage

. sightlines to stage

. community spirit

. cultural and artistic context

. lifestyle

Approaches were developed for the collection of data indicating the parameters

for each of these elements. The following section describes each parameter and

the respective data collection methods.
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Technical parameters:

rán0py of the stage (for technlcâl lnstallatl0n)

."r

E

main slage wryg

¡-15,

Figure 3. Dimension of the full-size ballet stage

. Topographic conditions: Does the site provide a natural amphitheatre-like setting

that can accommodate a substantial audience and other recreational space such as

for picnics? (Data collection method: site observation)

. Support for installations: Is there any element which will support the lighting suf-

ficiently? (Data collection: site observation and photography record for subsequent

analysis)

. Sound proofing: Can trafflc noise (or other noise) be reduced to an acceptable level

during performances? (Data collection method: site observation)

Facility parameters:

. Parking: Are there enough parking lots with sufûcient capacity within 500 metres

walking distance? Are they free? (Data collection method: site obsen¿ation)
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Public transportation: Is the public transportation convenient for getting to the

site?

Do trafûc roads have enough width and vertical clearance for semi truck access to

the stage area? (Data collection method: site observation)

Accessibility to Downtown: Can the site be found from road signs in the heart of
Downtown (Portage Place and MTS Centre area)? (Data collection method: map-

ping)

Controllability of traffic: Can traffic be controlled during performances? (Data

collection method: site observation)

Visual parameters:

' Plants and scenery: Does the site have trees that will provide shade for the audi-

ence in summer without reducing visibility of the stage? Are plants on the site

healthy? (Data collection method: site observation and photography record for

subsequent analysis)

' Water or other scenery: Is there any other kind of landscape scenery that would

contribute to the ballet performance backdrop? (Data collection method: site ob-

servation and photography record for subsequent analysis)

' Orientation (to/away fiom the sun) of stage: Do the audience or ballet dancers

face toward the sun in the evening? (Data collection method: site observation)

' Sightlines to stage: are there locations for wide angle photography of the event?

(Data collection method: site observation and photographic records for subse-

quent analysis)

Cultural parameters:

' Community spirit: Does the community adjacent to the site have a cultural phe-

nomenon? (Data collection method: literature review, community observation)

' Cultural and artistic context: How often are cultural and artistic events sponsored

on/around the site (Data collection method: literature review, community obser-

vation)

' Lifestyle: Are there big parl of the residents living in the community adjacent to

the site live upon the cultural business, for instance, art gallery? (Data collection

26
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method: literature review, community observation)

In order to develop a basis for comparing the sites, these parameters were listed and

assessed numerically for each site. Each parameter were assessed on the scale of 0- 10

as shown in Table 1:

Gategory of parameter Specific parameter Nurneric

Surface dimensions

Topographic condition

@
Sound proofing

f0

Technology

Parking

Transportation

A"W
Controllability of traffic

:$

Fâcilities

and accessib,jlity

Visual.páiarnËtËrs

Plants and scenery

Water or other scenery

Orientation {to/away from the sun)

of stage

Sightlines to stage

5,

s

Community spirit

Cultural and artistic context

Lifestyle

6

Çulturaf parâmeters 10

5

Total 100

Table L Numeric assessment table
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5.3 Results of the assessment

Síte I: Alexander Dock

Location:

North east of Exchange District at the end of Waterfront Drive on the Red River

waterfront

Site Description:

This dock is currently used for fishing and for anchoring cruising boats on the Red

River. The site consists of a rectangular hardwood deck (100m x 15m), a parking lot

and a slope covered with turf from the traffrc road down to the deck.

Physical Context:

Located at the north end of the Waterfront Green Trail along the Red River, Alexan-

der Dock has satisfactory dimensions for the stage and ample parking lots for outdoor

events. Moreover, on the opposite side of the Red River is V/hittier Park which would

provide great opportunities to extend the design of performances across the river and

to use a deeper landscape scene as a natural backdrop. The main entrance to the site

rvould be via Main Street and Pacific Avenue, which is convenient for access.

Cultural Context:

This site is close to the Civic Centre and the biggest cultural district in the Downtown

- the Exchange District.
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t)!ii*¡:i site

culturalcontext
, '',, natural context

ffi main transportation

Srsøt

DOVl'NTOWN

Figure 4. Location the Alexander Dock Site
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Site Analysis:

The dock is open, flat and linear in shape, with Waterfront Drive. on the north and the Red River on the south.

Figure 6,7, East and West View of the Alexander Dock Site
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Õategoryror naramelter specific parameter 
Ïå*3Iå""

Sujface dimensions

Topographic conditipn

-

Súpport for installáiion

Sound proofing

10

îêchnolngy

'4

;Facilities . :.:,

.:.'. .. '
': 

l

,and àçeesSibility,

Parking

Transportation
ry
,{ccessibility to Ðo-wntown

ffi
I

Visual,þarameiers

Plants and scenery

Water or other scenery

?L 
SEq*

Sightlines to stage

5 .

I
clÎTyl¡lv:?i'it 

_.

Gultural and artistic context

Lifestyle

6

Gultural'para.meters 1,0

3

Total 95

Table 2. Numeric assessment of the Alexander Dock site
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Site 2: The Amphitheatre Area in Festival Park, the Forks

Location:

The Red River waterfront in the Forks, the biggest cultural and recreational public
open space in Winnipeg.

Site Description:

The site is part of the Festival Park in the Forks. The concrete stage and walkways

are built without any other facilities. A slope goes down from the upper ground to the

waterfront, at the end of which are three levels of steps for the audience.

Physical Context:

The existing stage does not fit the required dimensions for the ballet stage, but it has

established facilities serving the Forks including parking lots and food services. The

surounding landscape is mostly grass with woody plants at the edges along the Red

River. The size of the site and its capacity for connection to accommodate a large

audience in a dramatic setting are limited without major earthworks and these would
threaten established and maturing trees.

Cultural Context:

The Forks itself has unique cultural atmosphere which would determine the nature of
the site to some extent.
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Figure 8. Location of theAmphitheatreArea in Festival park
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Site analysis:

The stage is open, flat and semicircular in shape. With the riverside walkway and an existing entry fi.om the Festival
Park, the site has good accessibility. Furthermore, the tladition of outdoor performances at the Forks plus scenic venue of
the old cathedral in the background adds to the qualities of this site as a setting for outdoor ballet.

Figure West and East View of the Amphitheatre Area in th, F.rtj*l p.k
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Oateg ory,gf : pafa rn eter Specific parameter ;Numeric.
ãssessment

Technólogy

Surface d¡mensions

Topographic condition

Support for installation

Sound proofing

I
4,

Patking

-

Transporlation

-

Accessibility to Downtown

-

Controllability of traffic

I
::,'rt,'r8

5
4

Plants and scenery

Waler or other scenery

Orientation (to/awayfrom the sun)

of stage

Sightlines to stage

,5

I'
,V,iEual parame(ers

I
Community spirit

Cultural and artistic context
%

Lifestyle

6

Cultural þarameters 10,

5
Total 94

Table 3. Numeric assessment of the Amphitheatre Area in Festival park
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Site 3: Old Market Square

Location:

King Street, Exchange District of Winnipeg.

Site Description:

The Old Market Square is located at the heart of the Exchange District. "The [Ex-
change District] is designated an historic district of national significance because it
illustrates the city's key role as a centre of grain and wholesale trade, finance and

manufacturing in two historically important periods in westem development of Can-

ada - between 1880 and 1900 when Winnipeg became the gateway to Canada's'West,

and between 1900 and 1913, when the city's growth made it the region's metropolis"

(http:/iwww.heritagewinnipeg.com/historic_exchange.htm, December 1, 2008).

Physical Context:

The site is an existing urban open space including a "Market Stage" which sponsors

the "Fringe Festival" every yeal in summer. The significance of this site is its urban

physical character including its enclosure by the surrounding buildings.

Cultural Context:

This site is considered to be the heart of the Exchange District which hosts most of
the artistic and cultural events in Downtown Winnipeg.
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Figure 12. Location of the Old Market Square Site



Figure 3. Space Analysis of the Old Market Square from the East
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Site Analysis:

The site is enclosed and irregular in shape. With several busy trafflc roads bounding the site, it is easily accessible for

vehicles. However, because this site is located in a busy part of Downtown V/innipeg, parking space is a major concern for

staging ballets here. But, as with the stage in the Festival Park, the tradition of outdoor performances in this site would add

to the operational feasibility of the site as a setting for outdoor ballet.

Figure 14. South and West View of the Old Market Square
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Figure 15. Existing Stage in Old Market Square

Figure 16. Existing Entrance to Old Market Square
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tategory of,pararneter Specific parameter Numeríc

Technolo$y

Surface dimensions

Topographic condition

S!¡Ppqrt for installatiqn

Sound proofing

5

3

Parking

-

Transportation

-

Accessib_ility to Downtown

-

Controllability of tÍaffic 3

'Vi-sual,parAmeter,q

Plants and scenery

Water o.ott er -çenery

Orientation {to/away from the sun)

of stage

$ightlines to stage

Gommunity spirit

Cultural and artistic context

Lifestyle

tt

Cultuia¡ parameters 1ûr

5
Total 86

Table 4. Numeric assessment of the Old Market Square site
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Site 4: Memorial Park

Location: Memorial Boulevard and Osborne Street, north-west of the provincial Leg-

islative Building.

Site Description:

Big regular rectangle, open lawn with lines of trees along the edges. A rectangular

fountain is located towards the north end of the park with the Legislative Building as

the backdrop.

Physical Context:

The site is a relatively popular public space for Winnipeg people. Working with the

entire park around the Legislative Building, the site has the sense of a huge plazain
terms of landscape form and functions. The relative flatness of this site might make it
difficult for the audience to obtain a clear view of the performance al'ea.

Cultural Context:

This site is different from the other three sites in that it has more political and memo-

rial context and this would lend character to it as a setting for outdoor ballet.
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Figure 17. Location of Memorial Park Site



Figure 18. Space Analysis of Memorial Park from South
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Site analysis:

This site is the largest of the four sites assessed. It has a grand urban form with fountains,

lawn, surrounding boulevards and the Legislative Building providing a magnificent back-

drop for outdoor performances.

47

Figurel9. North View of Memorial Park

Figure20. South View of Memorial Park
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Cateooff,af paramelêr specific parameter 
Ï:gËE:,å"",

Technôlógy

Surface dimensions

Topographic condition

Eupport for installation

Sound proofing'

Parking

-

Transportâtion

-

Accessibility to Downtown

Control lab''l ity of traff'c 5

Visual parameters

Plants and scenery

-

Water or other scenery

Orientation {to/away from

of staoe

Sightlines to stage

the sun) 4

7

Community spirit

Cultural and artistic context

Lifestyle

5'

Cultural, parameters I
5

Total 90

Table 5. Numeric assessment of the Memorial Pal'k site
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5.4 Conclusion

On the basis of this assessment and discussion with my committee, I decided to examine
further the feasibility of the Alexander Dock site.

This site has a magnificent landform that could be adapted to create a large amphitheatre.
It has an outstanding landscape backdrop that could be used to form an integral compo-
nent of outdoor ballet performances and it scores well on the most of the parameters as-

sessed for each ofthe four possible sites.
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Chapter 6.Learning from the Site

Alexander Dock is located in the cultural core of Downtown V/innipeg - the Ex-

change District - which provides an appropriate cultural background for the ballet

landscape. "There are 753 not-for-profit arts and cultural organizations in Winnipeg.

Approximately thirfy{hree of these organizations and facilities are in the Exchange

Distlict. Nearly two million people attend performances, films, exhibitions, free out-

door shows and other activities produced by these groups" (Schroeder, p.29-30).

In recent times, the Exchange District has been attracting investment for undeveloped

open space and public sector facilities such as the Old Market Square and Stephen

Juba Park.

Alexander Dock is one of the undeveloped open spaces in this district. It is currently

an unoccupied 150 metre x 10 metre wood deck along the Red River. In addition, the

dock is on the Red River Waterfront Green Trail. This Trail contains Winnipeg's most

popular public open space - the Forks - and a series of other palks and recreational

spaces. Alexander Dock is at the north end of the existing trail. Given the current

trend of nofthward development of this area, Alexander Dock is likely to play an

important role in the future, and lies within an areathat has ever been suggested as an

urban provincial Park.
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Figure 21. ContextAnalysis Map ofAlexander Dock
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Site visits revealed the essence of the site.

Power of the Red River

The first impression Alexander Dock gave me was a feeling of powerlessness. It was

a cold early spring day and I encountered this plain and empty wood dock, spreading

quietly at the waterfront. I was a little disappointed...

Struggling for a while, I decided to take a walk around it. Photographing the pale and

cold scene, I was shocked by an image appearing in my camera. The ice on the top

of the Red River was split in half and pushed by the stream in the middle of the river.

How compelling this scene was. The Red River brings its power to everything along

its banks, silently but constantly ... The sublime power of nature that nothing artifi-

cial can be compared with.

The question soon arose - "ho'w does a landscape for ballet take advantage of this

power? How does it integrate the power of nature with the power of art? I needed to

think about those questions.

Figure 22.Power of the Red River
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Bird's Ballet

Another cold late spring day,I went to the site after shopping in the Downtown with

a friend. We met an old man who carried two bags of bread crossing the road with

us. When he realized we were visiting the dock too, he gave us a bag of bread and

said "throw this, wait and see!" V/e did so, and the scene surprised us ... Hundreds of
gulls appeared, cheering and wheeling overhead. If we had not met the old manz we

would never have known that such a flock of birds might be seen at the dock. They

played a brilliant bird's ballet for us that day.

Ballet Cruise

I took another visit to the dock on a sunny summer day. A paddle boat was anchored

there. It reminded me that the Dock is not only a flat platfonn. It is also floating in the

Red River, and used by boats that travel upstream and downstream. The extent of the

ballet landscape sta¡ted to spread...

Figure 23. Bird's Ballet
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Chapter 7. Theories

Equality of Dancers and Audience, People and Landscape

In this Practicum, there is no agenda for domination between dancer and audience,

people and landscape. This point of view is reflected in the view of John R. Myer and

Malgaret H. Myer. They maintain that:

"The connection between people and places is the connection between our inner

landscape and the outer landscape that we ínhabit. " (Myer & Myer, 2006, p. 11).

In these Ballet Landscape proposals, the Red River provides a natural backdrop that

acts as the outer landscape for the performers. More important, the proposals provide

a platform where the RWB artists and the audience can enjoy interaction between

"their inner landscapes".

For RWB's outdoor shows, the commitment of their "inner landscapes" is carrying

forward RWB artists'folk-focus passion and innovative spirit in public space. In do-

ing so, the outer and inner landscapes can supplement and complement each other.

The audience therefore has a leading role in fulfillment of the project. "The perfor-

mance really involves all your technique and all your training and the choreography

and the audience. The audience is that final thing that makes a performance live"
(Cunningham K., 1980, p. 76). Cunningham Kitly provides a well-explained state-

ment of the audience's role in her book ConversatÌons with a Dancer. "[Michael Bal-

lard, the dancer said:] Right. That's a resort; the people are there to enjoy themselves;

they don't want to come to a performance and have to contribute something. In an

art performance, the audience might contribute a great deal of what's happing at the

moment, even if they don't realize it. If you're to be thrilled by a piece of music you

really can't sit back in a cushy chair" (Ballard M., 1980, p.82).
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Sense of Place

"'When people talk about a place that affected them profoundly, they speak not so

much about architectural beauty but rather the character of the place, its charm, its

spirit. The harmony, the individuality of a place, its scenic quality, all these reflect an

impact that a set of elements of place has on our perception" (Chmielewska, 1994, p.

t).

This is exactly what the Ballet Landscape proposals are based on. It is anticipated

that the charm and spirit of the Ballet Landscape would result from a combination of

soulful performance and an audience's devotion to the natural and artistic environ-

ment.

Performance involving this human-nature interaction is what is sought in these

proposals. In other words, the audience and ballet artists will experience the reac-

tion inside of themselves and between them. This would be helped by the fact that

the landscape would not only provide a unique backdrop for the stage, it would also

serve as a big "stage" for both ballet dancers and the audience.

Dancers would experience a nature-oriented environment which would make them

feel free and relaxed. This could be explained by the origins of the human perfor-

mance. Dancing, originally, is the human body's way of moving when strong emo-

tions are felt. People play with material available around such as fire, branch and

water. They pronate down to the earth; they swing in the wave of wind; they imitate

an animal's movements. . .

Given of the origins of dance, it is easy to understand the attractions of outdoor per-

formance. For the audience, it gives freedom to move and do everything they want

during the performance. Sometimes they may not even realize that they are attending

a performance as they do in the enclosed theatre. But we can see the enjoyment they

have in those performances without much hint of a theatric environment.

It is hard to imagine how great the audience's passion might be. As Jacqueline Weber

mentioned, in one of the outdoor performances she experienced, people just stayed

and watched until the end of dance, even though it was raining (see Appendix 4).
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Chapter 8. Strategy

8.1 Parameters for the Design of an Outdoor Performance Facilify for Ballet

There are series of parameters for the Ballet Landscape which need to be considered

before carrying on the master plan. The parameters are established as it is an outdoor

ballet performance venue with 2000 attendants in the summer season.

Amphitheatre

In order to provide 2000 audience a high quality of viewing in the ballet events, a

120" (Harris & Dines, 1998,p. 520-24) fan-shaped auditorium will be a appropriate

model which could maximize the efûcient seating and minimize the distance between

stage and the last row of seating (Appleton, 2008, p. 107) (see Figure 24). Compared

to the seating spacing of indoor theatre which is <0.6 m2 lltead (760mm-850mm in

depth and 500mm-750mm in width) (Appleton, 2008, p. 118), the proposed amphi-

theatre is seeking more spacious seating. Since vertical difference is relatively insig-

nificant in a outdoor auditorium, the main consideration will be put on the horizontal

aspect.

Figure 24. 120 degree fan-shaped auditorium
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Stage

Instead of building another platform, a porlion of the Alexander Dock will be refur-

bished. Coordinated with the fan-shaped auditorium, the refurbished area should be

a fan-shaped area meeting the required dimension of a full-size ballet stage ( 23.4m

wide, 12m deep andg.6mhigh ) (see Figure 3). Because the layer under the Marley

needs to be wood, the material of the permanent platform should be considered ac-

cordingly.

Marley is a kind of dance perþrmance surfaces made of sheet vinyl, see Appendíx 6.

Backstage

According to the knowledge obtained in the interview with Jacqueline'Weber (see

Appendix 4), the basic space requirement for an outdoor ballet backstage includes:

. Rehearsal room

. Men's dressing room

. Women's dressing room

. Men's rest room

. Women's rest room

. Kitchen

. Storage

Assuming average area of them is 20 m2 (4m x 5m), the total floor area of the back-

stage will be at least 140m2 and all the space needs to be on the same (ground) level.

This means there will be a structure with a minimum 140m2 of footprint adjacent to

the stage.

Service Area

A service area used to place kiosks and temporary washrooms needs to be considered

too. The basic requirements for this area are:

. easy to be cleared-up

. not block audience sight of view

. good accessibility from the amphitheatre.
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8.2 Master Plan

Overall concept

The intent of the landscape concept for the Alexander Dock is to invite people to the

waterfront for daily enjoyment, and on special occasions, to watch RWB shows and

to enjoy other special events and celebrations for up to 2000 participants.

The proposed landscape strategy integrates the public realm of the Red River water-

front with Downtown Winnipeg, particularly with the Exchange District adjacent to

the site, by providing a transition from the active, civic, formal and urban character

of Downtown Winnipeg to the quiet, pastoral and naturalized landscape of the Red

River waterfront. In addition, as a ballet landscape, the overall site will be designed in

a soft, gentle and waving form to reflect the popular sense of ballet and to identifl'the

significance of the project.

Principles

Master Plan is created based on the parameters studied and overall concept. The

Master PIan establishes two complehensive principles that form a framework within

which the Alexander Dock will contribute to the open space system in Exchange Dis-

trict to beneût Winnipeg folks for decades to come. The two principles of the Master

Plan are:

. One Landform

. Multi-used Open Space

"One Landform" focuses on integrating functional portion of ballet landscape into

one landform. The proposed ballet landscape is not a simple-functional outdoor

theatre, nor does it focus on the allocation of space responding for the outdoor ballet

performance. This principle will provide an integrated waterfront landscape as well as

programs that are conducive to celebration of the RWB.

"Multi-used Open Space" is about creating a four-season-used public venue with

turfed steps, wood dock and mature trees. To avoid unoccupied hard surface in non-

ballet seasons, the ballet landscape is designed to host various activities in a natural

form. In addition, the waved and gentle form will provide a sense of being in an artis-

tic phenomenon of ballet (see Figure 25).
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8.3 Elements

The distinctive sub-areas are described below with reference to the illustrations in

Section 9.

Main Entrance

The Entrance provides pedestrian access from Riverfront Drive. It comprises an en-

larged side walk with a series of steps leading up to a plateau at the top with a line of
newly planted Manitoba Maple trees. Also, the Entrance is used to frame the view of
the Red River to the public thereby relating this landscape resource to the Downtown

context.

Amphitheatre

A set of turfed 5-metre-wide steps approaching the Dock is designed as an amphithe-

atre with 3800 m2 efficient seating area and 600 m2 casual seating area. Divided by

2000 attendant, density of the seating is as low as 1.9 m2 lhead. Oriented by the 120"

fan-shape, two ridges frame the bowl of the auditorium accurately. The amphitheatre

would not only make a good use of the existing slope but also provide a good oppor-

tunity for building an underground backstage.

The amphitheatre forms an urban edge incorporating tiered seating facing the Red

River. In ballet seasons, the steps would work as a "free-style" amphitheatre with its

"enlarged seats", where people do not have to sit side-by-side, row-by-row as they

normally do in an indoor theatre. While in non-ballet seasons, the steps provide a

place for activities such as gathering, observing, playing and relaxing.

Backstage Structure

Due to the need for a 140 m2 backstage structure, an underground backstage is pro-

posed under the amphitheatre area to avoid blocking the view of the Red River. Steep

at the foot of the landform, two entrances of the backstage are designed outside of
the 120' sightlines. With two accesses to the wings of the stage and one access to the

loading area, the backstage will fully meet the functional criteria.
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Alexander Dock

The character of the Alexander Dock will respond to the functional needs of the ballet stag-

ing. For instance, the fan-shaped surface consisting of the area used for the stage (14.4m x

12m) will be refurbished with fine-surface wood in order to provide an acceptable base for the

sprung flooring and Marley (see Appendix 3).

With the view of the Red River as a "big backdrop", the wings and artificial backdrops will be

set up temporarily around the refurbished area.

Selice Area/llaturalized Riverfront
The turf is extended across the pathway to the south as the potential service area. This area is

located outside the main active area with good accessibility to the amphitheatre. Fufthermore,

steps in the same rhythm as the amphitheatre integrate the landform of the whole site. There

is also an opportunity to enhance a section of the riverfront as a habitat area. The habitat area

will provide a transition from the urban open space to wilder scenery.

Riverfront Pathway

Located along the Red River Waterfront Trail, the site will play the role of continuing the pe-

destrian pathway northward. It is proposed that a2-metre pathway connected with the adjacent

waterfront walkway would run across the site at the toe of the auditorium slope and then up

northward along the river bank.

8.4 Circulation

The main circulation of the site includes two 4-metre-wide automobile vehicle lanes connect-

ing the two parking lots (one is for permanent visitor parking and one works as a place for

semi-trailer parking in the ballet season) with Riverfront Drive. Pedestrians circulate in three

ways. First, they get into or leave the site from the main entrance, which is a barrier-free en-

trance. They can get into or leave the site from the entrance between permanent visitor parking

and the auditorium steps. Also, it is easy for the riverfront visitors to access and leave the site

through the Riverfront Pathway.
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8.5 Design Details

The initial considerations of the proposals are functional. Nevertheless the site will
not be programmed as a concrete theatre without a roof. For instance, the projection

of the underground "backstage" is used as the base of the lighting tower. And there

will be folding barriers inside it to close the pathway during performances. Since

there will be a portion of the structure exposed, they will be designed as green walls

(see Figure 26).

Concrete pads as the foot

Concrete gr¡ds where
planting conta¡ners are

aced

Folded Fences

Figure 26. Details of the Projection of Backstage
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Another detailed intervention is the entrance of the site. Apair of curved accessible

ramps provide a barrier-free entrance for the public. Meanwhile, the ramps form a

smooth sweep that reflects the elegance of ballet. With raw limestone blocks placed

between the steps and the ramp, the entrance is intended to express the art of ballet in a

natural way (see Figure27).

"Y'

"Ìffit

Line of limestone as
a barrier between
different types of traffic Accessible Ramp

r
Figure 21 .Detalls of the Main Entrance
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Chapter 9. Illustrations

Section 2-2

Secfion 3-3

Section 1-1

Figure 28. Site Sections
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Chapter 10. Conclusion

Landscape architecture can be understood as a search for proposals that integrate

function and beauty. This Practicum addresses, amongst other issues, human behav-

iour, dance, staging, ballet and city planning.

The design of a landscape for ballet is a relatively unexplored topic in landscape ar-

chitecture. It is a challenge. However, it presents a valuable starting point for integra-

tion and co-operation between different fields of knowledge. The demand of multi-

functional topics and multi-faceted opportunities is part of taking a broader view of
this world.

Whereas traditional outdoor theatre is about the concrete auditorium and stage with
substantial framing, this Practicum addresses the provision of diverse activities on

the ballet site. In surnmer it is for people to sit outside and watch their favorite shows.

It provides much more than plain turfed ground and an enclosed, elevated stage. In
other seasons it will be both a land sculpture and an unprogrammed area of public

space adjacent to the Downtown and Exchange District.

More research of performance landscapes should be done in the future. This proposed

ballet landscape is only a start. And the collaboration of people in the social and natu-

ral sciences can lead to investigation of human-made landscapes from other points of
view and to the creation of richer settings for outdoor presentation of what are nor-

mally considered indoor activities - like ballet.

Ultimately, this cross-disciplinary study reflects the multi-disciplinary nature of land-

scape architecture and that the profession was never intended to be a natrow field of
knowledge.
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Appendix 1: 2008 Summer Events information across Canada

The following article from the Naîional Posl newspaper on Tuesday, July 08, 2008

provides a coast-to-coast survey of the outdoor festivals in Canada and demonstrates

the extent of such activities.

If you like your musical fresco, living in Canada gets better and better with each

passing summer. Fromfolksy gatherings in scenic locales to rock extravaganzas ín

big cities, here is a guide to some of the biggest and best music events happening

across the country over the next two months:

What: lï/innipeg Folk Festival

When: July I0-13

Where: Birds Hill Provìncial Park, ManÌtoba

Who: Ray Davies, The Acorn, Apostle of Hustle, Basia Bulat, Lee "Scratch" Perry
Wrhy. If you arrive afew days early, you can learn to fiddle and strum from the pros at

the festival s third annual Folk Retreat, on until tomorrow. How Much 862.25-8190

What: Edgefest 2008

LVhen: July 12

Where: Downsview Park, Toronto

lï/ho: Sam Roberts Band, Stone Temple Pilots, Linkín Park, The Bravery

Why: STP is back again, but who can say how long they'll be able to keep it togetherT

How Much: 880.50

What: Dawson City Music Festival

lYhen: July l8-20

I4/here: Dawson City, Yukon

Who: Julie Doiron, Hayden, Justin Rutledge, The Sadies, Bell Orchestre Why This is

the warmest it gets up there. Plus, it looks like a Montreal indie-rock reunion show.

How Much:815-8100

Performance Landscape l4

What: Summersonic Outdoor Music Festival

When: July l9-20

Where: Citadel Hill, Halifax

llho: City and Colour, Toþo Police Club, The Black Keys, Stars, Rebekah Higgs
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Why: City and Colour the solo project of Dallas Green, has the potential to eclípse

Alexisonfire, Green's band.

How Much: 839. 50-869. 50

l4/hat: Rogers Picnic
'When: July 20

Where: Fort York, Toronto

Iilho: Cat Power, Vampire Weekend, Dizzee Rascal, Chromeo, Animal Collective

Why: Vampire Weekend is partially responsible for bringing back the boat shoe, so

this is the summer to see them.

How Much: $49.50

What: llakestock

When: July 24-27

Where: Toronto Islands, Toronto'Ørho GZA &. RZA, Metric, We Are Scientists, Shawn

Hewitt, Dragonette Why Along with the music, the festival features professional and

amateur wakeboarding events, motocross demos, a skatepark and a bikini contest.

How Much: 810-862.50

What: Hillside Festival

Ilhen: July 25-27

Where: Guelph Lake Conservation Area, Guelph, Ont.

Who: Alcron/Family, Broken Social Scene, Born Rffians, Thunderheist, Hayden,

Hawl<sley Worlønan, Plants and AnÌmals Why Stuart McLean wíll be taping an epi-

sode of The Wnyl Cafe at this year's festival.
How Much: 840-895

Whøt: Pemberton Festival

Ilhen: July 25-27

Il'here: Pemberton, B. C.

Who: Coldplay, Tbm Petty and the Heartbreokers, Nine Inch Nails, Jay-Z, The Tragï
cally Hip, The Flaming Lips

Why: TheTragicallyHipandJay-Z playing on the same weekend bill.

How Much: I I 49. 50-8259. 50
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What: Osheaga

When: Aug. 3-4

lVhere : Parc Jean-Drapeau, Montreal

Who: The Killers, Iggy & the Stooges, Cat Power, Jack Johnson, MGMT, The Go!

TÞam, The l4/eakerthans Why Even ,f you're not a big Killers fan, theír music was

made for bigfestívals like this.

How Much: 867.50-$120

What: Havelock Country Jamboree

When: Aug. 14-17

Where: Havelock, OnL

Who: Clint Black, Travis T|itt, Glen Campbell, Kris Kristofferson, Country Joe Mc-

Donald, The Sadies

Why: Counny Joe might do an updated version of l-Feel-Like-I'm-Fixin'- to-Die

Rag; "Iraq" doesn't rhyme with "gíve a domn," but "Afghanistan" does.

How Much. 8120-8300

What: Virgin Festival When Sept. 6-7

lï/here : Toronto Islands
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Appendix 2: \ilinnipeg Downtorvn Map (in Plan Winnipeg Vision 2020)
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Appendix 3: Interview with Don Rutley

Time: Dec 12,2007

Place: Don Rutley's Offlce, RWB School

Interviewee: Don Rutley, Director of Production, Canada's Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Interviewer: Alan Tate, David Lucas, Qi liao

O What is the most important aspect for you as a ballet staging technical engineer?

O Most important is dance surface. It must be sprung which is governed by Cana-

da's Dancers Equity. We use a kind of pre-made spning floor called "marley".

O What is under the marley surface?

g 3-4 inch basic birch+ sprung floor

O What else should you consider before setting up an outdoor stage?

tg Lighting time of day in terms of the orientation. We prefer angled sun, because of
glaring sunshine and physical heating of body under classical ballet.

O What is the basic dimension of a ballet stage?

O Dance floor: 48'wide x 40'deep, plus additional 15'each side for wings for full
size performance;32'-36'deep x 38'-40'wide for concert.

O How often was the "Ballet in the park"?

e 3 or 4 days per year in Assiniboine Park. It has also been done in the Forks but

the surface not conducive.

O Are there any technical regulations related to outdoor ballet performances?

O The lowest temperature is 68oF (20"C) and maximum 28"C outdoor which is

govemed by CanadianActors Equity.

O I found you have done some performance without any support. How were they?

O Done in Epidavros. Surface is always critical.

O How about the previous "Ballet in the park"?

O we have done soÍre summer nights in the Iate T}slearly 80s, but not now, influ-

enced by the demographic which does not like going out at night these days.

O Availability of technology...particularly LED lighting bringing performance and

architecture towards each other.

e Railyards in Saskatoon using structural puppets for modern dance performance,

in which CN running train through set.

O I saw a picture showing girls are exercising on the top the hill. It looks interest-

ing.

e It is Dance school in Banff. It is a spectacular location and used to be an outdoor
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physical rehearsal location. The Conservatory can work as a venue for outdoor

theatre performance too.

O Where and how to do ballet in downtown Winnipeg?

e Fort Whyte is a possible venue but more musical than dance presentations there.

O How about the location of orchestra for outdoor performances?

e 55'-60'wide x 20'deep at centre and 6-8' deep at sides for full orchestra but can

be done in less space.

O How about the number of the audience?

tg Outdoor/indoor ballet numbers over 2000 at Assiniboine Park, sf 2100 in concert

hall. Desirable number is 1500 for balance of intimacy and number. 2000-seats

site is above market

O What is the preferred grade of the outdoor auditorium?

C Etc about 42" from grade to playing surface and 60" above grade for flat audi-

ence.

O Is there anything else we should pay attention to?

tg Conductor needs to face straight and have good view of the performers...parlicu-

larly for solo or small ensemble work, where high level of precision is required. It
is important to have conductor/dancer rapporl.



Time:

Place:
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Appendix 4: Interuiew with Jacqueline Weber

April4,2008

Jacqueline'Weber's Studio, RWB School

Interviewee: Jacqueline Weber, Principal, Professional Division, RWB School

Interviewer: Alan Tate, Qi Liao

What do you think of outdoor venues for ballet, for instance, the Old Market

Square?

It is much better for contemporary dance lballet, or neo-classical works, but clas-

sical ballets do need some kind of a proscenium for lighting "effects" if perfor-

mance is at night, and some kind of shade if performed during the day.

Timing? Day or night? Evening/night is better?

Aftemoon or evening are both okay. However lighting effects are always a factor

in ballets when created, so when the sun is down is usually a better time. Direc-

tors would take into account how a ballet would look during the day or early

evening and decide what would look best with costumes in sunlight, etc. Dancing

during the day is not out of the question as long as the sun is not shining directly

into the dancers'eyes.

Could you talk about RWB's "Ballet in the park"?

The company used the Rainbow Stage years ago, as well as the back of the Tav-

ern in the Park building at Assiniboine Park and most recently the Lyric Theater.

Rainbow stage was okay, and weather was not a problem in stopping or delaying

performances due to the shell that is over the audience and the stage. In back of
the Tavern in the Park, was the most lovely and completely open stage. A plat-

form of a "sprung floor" was set up for the dancers with only 2 wings on either

side of the stage and did not cover the entrance or exit of dancers (that takes away

the magic when audience sees the dancer enter or exit). There were no dressing

room facilities for the make shift stage, so the performers used the upstairs area in

the building for dressing rooms and washrooms, and then had to walk outside to

get to the stage (outside bricks/cement is not conducive to the purpose and wear

ofpointe shoes/ballet slippers or even bare feet or any other type ofdance shoe

used for ballet). The background of the stage was the foilage on the beautiful trel-

lis of the back patio of the Tavern building, with the trees on the side. It worked

well with many of the ballets presented either modern or classical or contempo-

rary. The audience was seated on the ground having to look up to the stage which
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was not the best for them to see the foot work of the dancers. The Lyric Theater

has recently been built offto the side of the Tavern in the Park building, and we

have been using it for the past 4-5 years. Not sure how many years now. Dress-

ing rooms are an inadequate amount of space for all dancers and not enough

toilets/ washrooms for them. There is not enough wing space to use or store larger

scenery as well as not enough room for many dancers to stand or practice in the

wings before they enter on stage. Curtains for the wings on the side or not at the

right angle for entrances and exits and also the side light structu'es are too close

to the curtains for dancers entrances and exits. The stage itself is very dark and

from a distance looks very small. The sound and light systems are also inade-

quate, and I'm sure either Aaron Acosta or Don Rutely would have told you about

the technical problems with this stage/theater. There is no cross-over area for the

dancers to get from one side of the stage to the other for entrances without going

outside the actual theater. There should be enough space behind the last curtain

at the back for cross overs so the dancers do not have to go outside. Also the

height of the theater should have been taller for flying more scenery backdrops in
and out, but for no\Ã/ we have to use a black cuftain, or the windows at the back

without any cuftain. Either back ground of the black cuftain or the windows is

okay, but not adequate, because we could do much more magic if there was more

back stage area. The audience is able to sit on the ground or in chairs and see the

dancers feet, the area of the audience gradually increases upwards but is still not

like risers.

V/hat is the surface of ballet stage?

It is like linoleum, but it is called Marley and is non slippery nor sticky but has

the right surface for dance shoes that we use for ballets. However, the sub floor

still needs to be a sprung floor to dance on. (see Appendix 6 for the details of the

Marley.)

How do ballet professionals feel about dancing outside?

It feels wonderful, but it is even more inspiring for dancers if the outside scenery

is also inspiring to them as they look out into the audience and dance. They can

feed offthe landscape for inspiration and emotion for their performance.

Assiniboine Park is lovely but the structure of the Lyric Theatre takes away

from the beautiful landscape of the park, trees, foliage and therefore was not as

successful as maybe other places. The Forks has been suggested, but the park-
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ing could be a big problem as well as picnic locations. The Scotia Bank Stage

supports the technical needs of ballet better, however when the RWB discussed

moving Ballet in the Park to the Scotia Stage, the kind of audiences coming to

the forks versus Assiniboine Park determined that we should continue to have our

BITP production at Assiniboine Park. Full length ballets such as Sleeping Beauty,

Swan Lake, Paquita or Raymonda are not usually done in the park, just excerpts

from them can be performed. Full length ballets are 2 hours each and it is too

long of a program. A mixed program of small works which are difflerent and var-

ied along with some classical works is much better for summer audiences.

What else needs to be considered specifically for the outdoor performance?

Yes. 
'We 

need to have better stages for outdoors whether more open or not that is

inviting for both dancer and audience. Scenery, costumes, materials should and

can be flexible and very travelable. However weather and temperature is a very

important factor in dance when outside. Directors have to protect their dancers

from possible risks of injury, and it can't be either too hot or too cold for them to

dance.

What is RWB's signif,cance for you?

It would be nice to demonstrate our versatility of styles of dance and wide range

of productions that we do from modern to contemporary, from classical to neo-

classical (Balanchine). The lines, straight or circular, that the dancers create from

the movements of their bodies are similar to architectural forms found in the land-

scapes around them is beautiful whether they are telling an actual story or not.

The costumes also add to the dancers movements whether they have the short tutu

or the long flowing tutu or just a lovely flowing dress for the ladies. All costumes

will help the audience see the story or just beautiful movement and lines.

How rnany people attended the "Ballet in the park"? And how was event going?

It is great, there is about 2000 who come out for the performances at Assiniboine

Park. There is much more accessibility for the handicapped individuals to come

which is nice. Parking can still be difficult. Families come out with a picnic and

watch the warm-up of the dancers before the performance. That is a good thing

about it.

How about the technical aspects?

Handicap accessible in Assiniboine Park. Scotia Bank Stage is popular for pro-

duction people. You need to provide toilets or tents, etc.'We would take into
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account what will the dance look like in natural light and with the landscape, or if
we need to fill it in with lighting effects. We would also have to take into account

dressing room space, washrooms. 
'We 

also need a room for a physio therapist to

work in on the dancers if they need it before a performance. There is not space for

that at all at the Lyric.

Preferred venues?

Scotia Barìk Stage is more popular with the production staff, because it meets the

technical needs right there, but not great for the dancers, and the type ofaudience

would be difflerent.

Change rooms?

They must be bigger and cooler, more toilets for the dancers, better places for

hanging their personal clothing, etc. The basic space are Rehearsal room, Men's

dressing room, Women's dressing room, Men's rest room, Women's rest room,

Kitchen and Storage.

Audio Equipment? It is still lacking at the Lyric theater.

We are still having to rent equipment, both speakers and wireless connections to

head phones, etc. Sound man still has to be situated out front and they should re-

ally be back stage.

How long do you perform?

We set up on the Monday, we have dress rehearsal on Tuesday, and then perform

for the next 3 days, on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of the last week in July.

We generally never perform first thing in the morning. Dancers need to wann up

their bodies before they can perform.
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Appendix 5: Staging Observation - Obseruations on the Season-end Showcase

Rehearsal of the Royal Winnipeg Ballet School

Time: May 13,2008,

Place: Manitoba Theatre for Young People

People: Project Coordinator, Aaron Accosta

Principal, Professional Division, RWB School, Jacqueline'Weber

Findings:

Lighting is always one of the most important elements in staging a ballet. Movable

carts are used to carry the lights and speakers (2m high, towards the stage). For an

outdoor stage, they might be hidden behind the wings. Cantilevers set behind the

audience are used for overhead lightings installation.

'Wings, 
back stage tunnel, Germaines (Curtain used to hide dancers from audience),

make-up rooms, changing rooms, storage rooms and the dancers'circulation all need

to be considered. If the outdoor stage has no back, there might be a need for under-

ground structures for, at least, the back stage tunnel.

The Marley surface is a 1.5m wide ro11, taped together temporarily. Strips are also

used for spacing. Under it is a wood or concrete base. Settings need to be moved in

and out quickly between the sections. Some of them are heavy, so the route between

stage and storage space should be smooth without any steps. Backdrops and shade

would be necessary for the audience at the Alexander Dock, a traffrcked road runs

behind it.
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Appendix 6: Composition of a Marley Floor
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